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March 8, 2023 — 2:00pm 

Eagle Copters is poised to deliver their sixteenth (16th) Eagle Single conversion at HAI Heli-
Expo 2023 

Eagle Copters is proud to announce the completion and delivery of their sixteenth (16th) Eagle 
Single at HAI Heli-Expo 2023.  

The Eagle Single delivery ceremony takes place at Static Booth B3640 at 2:00pm on March 8th. 
Tristan Beddoe, VP of Sales and Marketing at Eagle Copters, will speak about what makes the 
Eagle Single a helicopter of choice around the world followed by acceptance of the aircraft by 
Nic Sacco, CEO of Savage Aviation. 

Savage Aviation is based out of Las Vegas, Nevada. Savage Aviation offers unparrelled, 
exclusive, and bespoke experiences including skydiving and unique flight opportunities in one-
of-a-kind aircrafts like their newly acquired custom Eagle Single.  

The Eagle Single uses the commercial category 212 airframe and is designed to be the 
helicopter of choice in the medium lift helicopter market. It is an all-commercial helicopter and 
not subject to the restricted category which ensures lasting value, product support, part 
commonality, aftermarket accessories, and unmatched performance. The Eagle Single is suited 
to a variety of mission types including (but not limited to) personal use & film production, 
firefighting, utility work, forestry, and search & rescue. The Eagle Single is certified in Canada, 
USA, Australia, Chile, Peru, Indonesia, and Japan. 

This Eagle Single will also be on display for the entirety of HAI Heli-Expo 2023 at Static Booth 
B3640. Please reach out to a member of Eagle’s team if you want a private tour of the 
helicopter or having any questions about the program. 

To learn more about the Eagle Single: https://www.eaglecopters.com/services/aircraft-upgrades/eagle-single/  

For press-related inquires with Savage Aviation, please email  info@SavageAviationLLC.com 
 
For social media mentions, please tag @eagle.copters @savage.aviation @savagesac 

For press-related inquiries, please email pr@eaglecopters.com and to learn more about our capabilities, visit 
https://www.eaglecopters.com/  
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